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Despite!virologic!suppression,!people!living!with!HIV!(PLWH)!remain!at!risk!for!developing!cognitive!impairment,!with!aberrations!in!motor!control!being!a!predominant!symptom!leading!to!functional!dependencies!in!
later!life.!While!the!neuroanatomical!bases!of!motor!dysfunction!have!recently!been!illuminated,!the!underlying!
molecular!processes!remain!poorly!understood.!Herein,!we!evaluate!the!predictive!capacity!of!the!mitochondrial!
redox! environment! on! sensorimotor! brain-behavior! dynamics! in! 40! virally-suppressed! PLWH! and! 40!
demographically-matched! controls! using! structural! equation! modeling.! We! used! state-of-the-art! approaches,!
including!Seahorse!Analyzer!of!mitochondrial!function,!electron!paramagnetic!resonance!spectroscopy!to!measure!superoxide!levels,!antioxidant!activity!assays!and!dynamic!magnetoencephalographic!imaging!to!quantify!
sensorimotor! oscillatory! dynamics.! We! observed! differential! modulation! of! sensorimotor! brain-behavior! relationships!by!superoxide!and!hydrogen!peroxide-sensitive!features!of!the!redox!environment!in!PLWH,!while!
only! superoxide-sensitive! features! were! related! to! optimal! oscillatory! response! pro"les! and! better! motor! performance!in!controls.!Moreover,!these!divergent!pathways!may!be!attributable!to!immediate,!separable!mechanisms! of! action! within! the! redox! environment! seen! in! PLWH,! as! evidenced! by! mediation! analyses.! These!
"ndings! suggest! that! mitochondrial! redox! parameters! are! important! modulators! of! healthy! and! pathological!
oscillations! in! motor! systems! and! behavior,! serving! as! potential! targets! for! remedying! HIV-related! cognitive-!
motor!dysfunction!in!the!future.!!!

1. Introduction!
HIV!infection!is!associated!with!a!host!of!comorbidities,!including!
cognitive! and! behavioral! dysfunction! that! persists! despite! effective!
combination!antiretroviral!therapy!(cART)!(Antinori!et!al.,!2007;!Cysique!and!Brew,!2009;!Heaton!et!al.,!2011,!Heaton,!2010;!Kamkwalala!
and!Newhouse,!2017;!Robertson!et!al.,!2007;!Saylor!et!al.,!2016;!Simioni!
et!al.,!2010).!Interestingly,!one!of!the!"rst!behavioral!abnormalities!that!
manifests! in! those! with! HIV-related! cognitive! impairment! is! that! of!

motor! dysfunction! (Cysique! and! Brew,! 2009;! Elicer! et! al.,! 2018;!
Robinson-Papp!et!al.,!2020;!Valcour!et!al.,!2008;!Wilkins!et!al.,!n.d.).!In!
fact,!the!original!terminology!for!characterizing!mild!to!moderate!forms!
of!HIV-associated!neurocognitive!disorder!(HAND)!included!a!condition!
termed!HIV-associated!mild!cognitive-motor!disorder!(MCMD)!(Ances!
and! Clifford,! 2008;! “Nomenclature! and! research! case! de"nitions! for!
neurologic! manifestations! of! human! immunode"ciency! virus-type! 1!
(HIV-1)!infection.!Report!of!a!Working!Group!of!the!American!Academy!
of! Neurology! AIDS! Task! Force,” 1991).! While! previous! investigations!
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sensitive! to!superoxide! in! the! periphery! (i.e.,! intracellular!superoxide!
levels,!mitochondrial!energetic!capacity,!superoxide!dismutase!activity),!
but! not! hydrogen! peroxide! (H2O2;! i.e.,! catalase! activity,! glutathione!
reducing!capacity),!were!robust!predictors!of!planning-!and!execution-!
related! beta! oscillations! in! the! contralateral! M1.! Further,! increasing!
levels!of!superoxide!and!its!scavenger,!SOD,!were!robust!mediators!of!
the! relationship! between! mitochondrial! energetics! and! sensorimotor!
brain-behavior! relationships! (i.e.,! how! well! brain! function! predicts!
performance).! While! this! study! provided! novel! mechanistic! insight!
regarding! the! modulation! of! optimal! oscillatory! pro"les! that! govern!
better!motor!performance!in!healthy!systems,!the!role!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!in!altering!motor!control!in!those!exhibiting!
motor!dysfunction!(i.e.,!PLWH)!is!less!well!understood.!
Thus,!the!goal!of!the!current!study!was!to!evaluate!the!predictive!
capacity!of!mitochondrial-redox!parameters,!known!to!be!disrupted!in!
PLWH!(Spooner!et!al.,!2021d),!on!the!peri-movement!neural!oscillations!
serving! motor! control! in! a! cohort! of! virally-suppressed! PLWH! and!
demographically-matched! uninfected! controls.! To! this! end,! we!
employed! advanced! systems! biology! and! neuroscience! approaches!
including!using!the!Seahorse!Analyzer!to!assess!mitochondrial!respiration,! electron! paramagnetic! resonance! (EPR)! spectroscopy! of! whole!
blood! to! quantify! intracellular! superoxide! levels,! antioxidant! activity!
assays,!and!MEG!imaging!to!directly!quantify!neural!oscillatory!activity!
during!a!motor!sequence!task.!Based!on!prior!studies!(Spooner!et!al.,!
2021b,!Spooner!et!al.,!2021d),!we!used!group-based!path!analysis!and!
direct! comparisons! of! unstandardized! coef"cients! for! each! predictive!
path! to! test! the! following! hypotheses:! "rst,! mitochondrial! energetic!
capacities! (i.e.,! adaptability! to! changing! energetic! demands)! would!
differentially!predict!parameters!of!the!redox!environment!sensitive!to!
superoxide!(i.e.,!superoxide!levels,!SOD!activity)!and!H2O2-mechanisms!
(i.e.,!catalase!activity,!glutathione!reducing!capacities),!and!second,!that!
features! sensitive! to! superoxide! mechanisms! in! the! system,! but! not!
H2O2,! would! differentially! predict! the! neural! oscillatory! dynamics!
serving! motor! control! (i.e.,! peri-movement! beta! oscillations,! reaction!
time,!movement!duration)!evaluated!using!MEG!in!PLWH!compared!to!
uninfected!controls.!

have! made! major! progress! in! characterizing! the! structural! and! functional! aberrations! that! occur! within! the! sensorimotor! cortical! and!
subcortical!networks!in!people!living!with!HIV!(PLWH)!(Becker!et!al.,!
2011;! Cohen! et! al.,! 2010;! Thompson! et! al.,! 2005;! Wang! et! al.,! 2011;!
Zhou! et! al.,! 2017),! far! less! is! known! about! the! underlying! neuronal!
dynamics! and! key! molecular! pathways! that! govern! such! marked! declines!in!motor!function.!This!is!unfortunate,!as!HIV-related!de"cits!in!
motor!control!may!play!an!important!role!in!the!non-motor!symptoms!
that! persist! in! the! modern! cART! era! and! further,! these! impairments!
profoundly!impact!a!person’s!functional!dependence!in!later!life.!
In!regard!to!circuitry,!motor!control!requires!a!coordinated!ensemble!
of! spatiotemporally-precise! neural! oscillations! during! the! planning,!
execution! and! termination! phases! of! movement.! Recent! neurophysiological!studies!have!primarily!focused!on!movement-related!oscillations!
in! the! beta! range! (i.e.,! 15–30! Hz),! which! exhibit! robust! decreases! in!
power!prior!to!and!following!movement!onset!across!an!extended!motor!
network! including! bilateral! primary! motor! cortices! (M1),! supplementary!motor!areas!(SMA),!and!parietal!cortices!(Grent-’t-Jong!et!al.,!2014;!
Heinrichs-Graham! et! al.,! 2016;! Tzagarakis! et! al.,! 2010;! Wilson!et! al.,!
2014).!Importantly,!this!distinct!pattern!of!oscillatory!activity!is!thought!
to!re#ect!the!active!engagement!of!neuronal!pools!and!further,!is!sensitive!to!higher-order!cognitive!demands!of!the!action!to!be!performed!
(e.g.,!response!certainty!(Grent-’t-Jong!et!al.,!2014;!Heinrichs-Graham!
et! al.,! 2016;! Kaiser! et! al.,! 2001;! Praamstra! et! al.,! 2009;! Tzagarakis!
et!al.,!2010),!complexity!(Heinrichs-Graham!and!Wilson,!2015),!interference! (Grent-’t-Jong! et! al.,! 2013;! Heinrichs-Graham! et! al.,! 2018a;!
Heinrichs-Graham!et!al.,!2018b;!Spooner!et!al.,!2021a;!Wiesman!et!al.,!
2020)),!making!its!role!in!behavioral!modi"cation!particularly!important.!To!date,!only!one!prior!study!has!evaluated!the!impact!of!HIV!on!
beta!oscillations!during!movement.!In!2013,!Wilson!et!al.!used!a!simple!
"nger! tapping! paradigm! during! magnetoencephalography! (MEG)! and!
observed!a!strong!attenuation!of!peri-movement!beta!power!(i.e.,!−350!
to! 250! ms! surrounding! movement! onset)! in! the! bilateral! M1! and! the!
SMA!in!PLWH!compared!to!uninfected!controls!(Wilson!et!al.,!2013).!In!
contrast,! PLWH! exhibited! stronger! beta! responses! during! movement!
onset!in!prefrontal!regions!(Wilson!et!al.,!2013),!which!aligns!well!with!
prior!functional!magnetic!resonance!imaging!(fMRI)!literature!demonstrating! hypoactivity! in! primary! sensory! regions! (Ances! et! al.,! 2011,!
Ances!et!al.,!2010,!Ances!et!al.,!2009)!and!hyperactivity!in!association!
cortices! that! govern! task! performance! in! PLWH! (Chang! et! al.,! 2008,!
2004;!Ernst!et!al.,!2009,!Ernst!et!al.,!2002).!Importantly,!while!this!study!
provided!novel!insight!regarding!aberrant!peri-movement!beta!oscillatory!responses!in!PLWH,!it!did!not!attempt!to!link!these!oscillatory!dynamics! to! behavioral! performance.! Regardless,! more! complex! motor!
tasks!would!be!better!equipped!to!elicit!behavioral!differences!that!could!
be!quanti"ed!in!real!time!alongside!neuromagnetic!recordings.!
Underlying!the!neural!oscillatory!pro"les!that!govern!motor!function!
are!the!molecular!mechanisms!that!are!broadly!seen!as!potential!contributors!to!the!age-!and!disease-related!decline!in!brain-behavior!dynamics.!One!such!mechanism!involves!a!mitochondrial-induced!redox!
imbalance!of!the!system,!which!suggests!that!mitochondrial!dysfunction!
(e.g.,!de"cient!oxygen!consumption)!leads!to!an!accumulation!of!reactive! oxygen! species! (ROS),! concomitant! with! an! attenuation! of! their!
antioxidant! defenses,! leading! to! a! host! of! comorbidities! observed! in!
aging! and! clinical! populations! (Ali! et! al.,! 2011;! Cadenas! and! Davies,!
2000;!González-Casacuberta!et!al.,!2019;!Hara!et!al.,!2014;!Kann!and!
Kovács,!2007;!Sun!et!al.,!2013;!Vos!et!al.,!2010;!Wang!et!al.,!2014).!This!
is!of!particular!interest!in!the!context!of!chronic!immuno-compromised!
states!as!seen!in!PLWH,!as!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!is!also!
essential! for! carrying! out! normative! immune! responses! to! invading!
pathogens!(Akkaya!et!al.,!2018;!Franchina!et!al.,!2018;!Sena!et!al.,!2013;!
van!der!Windt!et!al.,!2012)!and!is!aberrant!despite!virologic!suppression!
in! PLWH! (Spooner! et! al.,! 2021d).! Importantly,! prior! work! from! our!
group!has!linked!parameters!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!to!
the! cortical! oscillations! serving! motor! control! in! a! sample! of! healthy!
adults!(Spooner!et!al.,!2021b).!Essentially,!we!observed!that!parameters!

2. Materials!and!methods!
2.1. Participant!Demographics!
Eighty! adults! (range:! 20–66!years! old;! 40! PLWH! and! 40! controls)!
were!enrolled.!All!PLWH!were!receiving!effective!cART!and!had!viral!
suppression!de"ned!as!<50!copies/mL.!Exclusion!criteria!included!any!
medical!illness!affecting!CNS!function!(other!than!HIV),!any!psychiatric!
or!neurological!disorder!diagnosed!by!a!neurologist,!clinical!psychologist! or! psychiatrist! (e.g.,! stroke,! Alzheimer’s! disease,! Parkinson’s! disease,! epilepsy,! schizophrenia,! generalized! anxiety! disorder,! current!
major! depressive! disorder,! PTSD,! autism,! etc.),! reliance! on! external!
medical!devices!(e.g.,!pacemaker),!history!of!head!trauma!resulting!in!
loss!of!consciousness!for!>5!min,!current!pregnancy,!current!substance!
use/dependence! (i.e.,! less! than! monthly! use! of! substances! except! for!
alcohol!and!tobacco!based!on!an!extensive!substance!use!questionnaire!
and! the! NIDA! Quick! Screen),! the! use! of! most! psychiatric! and! neurological!medications!(e.g.,!anticonvulsants,!antipsychotics),!and!the!MEG!
Center’s!standard!criteria!for!ferromagnetic!materials!(e.g.,!participants!
must!be!free!of!excessive!dental!work!and!unremovable!metal!implants/!
jewelry).!The!two!groups!were!also!balanced!on!common!psychotropic!
medication! use! such! as! SSRIs! for! mild! anxiety! and! depression.! Uninfected!controls!were!enrolled!to!demographically!match!PLWH!based!on!
their!age!(t(78)!= 0.18,!p!=.86),!sex!(X2!= 3.65,!p!=.10),!handedness!(X2!
= 0.16,!p!=.99)!and!body!mass!index!(BMI:!t(78)!= -1.12,!p!=.27;!for!a!
comprehensive!list,!see!Table!1).!
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2.3. MEG!data!acquisition!and!coregistration!with!structural!MRI!

Table!1!
Participant!Demographics!and!Clinical!Assessments.!Relevant!test!statistics!
(i.e.,! standardized! mean! difference,! chi-squared! differences)!and! p-values! are!
reported!for!continuous!and!categorical!variables,!respectively.!!!
Controls!
Demographics!(Mean!± SD)!!!
N!
40!
Age!(yrs)!
45.1!±
13.9!
Sex!(%!males)!
57.5!
Handedness!(%!right!
92.5!
handed)!
BMI!(kg/m2)!
27.9!± 5.6!
CD4!Nadir!(cells/μL)!
–
Current!CD4!(cells/μL)!
–
Time!since!diagnosis!(yrs)!
–
Time!on!ART!(yrs)!
–

PLWH!

Test!
Statistic!

p-!
value!

40!
44.5!±
13.8!
77.5!
90.0!

–
0.03!

–
0.86!

3.65!
0.16!

0.10!
0.99!

29.3!± 6.0!
282!± 232!
768!± 322!
12.8!± 9.1!
10.1!± 7.1!

−0.18!
–
–
–
–

0.27!
–
–
–
–

All!recordings!were!performed!in!a!one-layer!magnetically-shielded!
room!with!active!shielding!engaged!for!environmental!noise!compensation.! With! an! acquisition!bandwidth! of! 0.1–330! Hz,!neuromagnetic!
responses!were!sampled!continuously!at!1!kHz!using!a!MEGIN/Elekta!
MEG! system! (MEGIN,! Helsinki,! Finland)! with! 306! magnetic! sensors,!
including!204!planar!gradiometers!and!102!magnetometers.!Throughout!
data!acquisition,!participants!were!monitored!using!a!real-time!audio–video!feed!from!inside!the!magnetically-shielded!room.!MEG!data!from!
each!participant!were!individually!corrected!for!head!motion!and!subjected!to!noise!reduction!using!the!signal!space!separation!method!with!
a!temporal!extension!(Taulu!and!Simola,!2006).!Each!participant’s!MEG!
data!were!coregistered!with!their!structural!T1-weighted!MRI!data!prior!
to!imaging!analyses!using!BESA!MRI!(Version!2.0).!Structural!MRI!data!
were! aligned! parallel! to! the! anterior! and! posterior! commissures! and!
transformed! into! standardized! space.! After! beamformer! analysis! (see!
below),! each! subject’s! functional! images! were! transformed! into! standardized!space!using!the!transform!that!was!previously!applied!to!the!
structural!MRI!volume!and!spatially!resampled.!

2.2. Experimental!paradigm!
Participants! were! seated! in! a! nonmagnetic! chair! with! their! head!
positioned! within! the! MEG! helmet-shaped! sensor! array.! Participants!
were! initially! asked! to! "xate! on! a! crosshair! for! 3750! ms! (±350! ms),!
followed! by! a! presentation! of! three! numbers! for! 500! ms,! each! corresponding!to!a!"nger!on!the!hand!(Fig.!1).!Upon!the!presentation!of!a!
visual!cue!(i.e.,!numbers!turning!blue),!participants!were!asked!to!tap!
the!"ngers!corresponding!to!the!numbers!sequentially!and!given!2250!
ms! to! complete! the! movement.! A! total! of! 160! trials! were! completed,!
making!the!overall!recording!time!approximately!17!min.!
For!each!participant,!reaction!time!(RT:!the!time!to!respond!to!the!
"rst!number!in!the!sequence)!and!movement!duration!(MD:!the!time!to!
complete!the!entire!motor!sequence)!data!were!extracted!for!each!trial!
and!incorrect!trials!were!excluded!from!all!analyses.!In!addition,!individual!trial!data!was!initially!rejected!based!on!behavioral!performance!
metrics!that!exceeded!a!standard!threshold!that!would!ultimately!impact!
MEG! data! analyses! (i.e.,! RT! > 1250! ms! and! MD! > 3000! ms).! The!
remaining! RT! and! MD! data! was! then! averaged! per! participant! and!
subjected! to! subsequent! statistical!analyses!including! structural!equation!modeling.!

2.4. MEG!preprocessing!and!sensor-level!statistics!
Cardiac! and! ocular! artifacts! were! removed! from! the! data! using!
signal-space!projection!(SSP)!and!the!projection!operator!was!accounted!
for! during! source! reconstruction! (Uusitalo! and! Ilmoniemi,! 1997).!
Epochs!of!6150!ms!duration!were!de"ned!(i.e.,!−2050!to!4100!ms)!with!
0!ms!de"ned!as!movement!onset!and!the!baseline!being!the!−2050!to!
−1550!ms!window.!We!rejected!trials!based!on!having!a!reaction!time!
longer!than!1250!ms!or!taking!>3000!ms!to!complete!the!entire!motor!
sequence,! which! would! disrupt! the! baseline! period.! Next,! remaining!
epochs! containing! artifacts! were! rejected! based! on! a! "xed! threshold!
method,!supplemented!with!visual!inspection.!On!average,!127!trials!per!
participant!were!used!for!further!analysis!and!the!number!of!accepted!
trials!did!not!differ!by!group.!
Artifact-free! epochs! were! transformed! into! the! time–frequency!
domain!using!complex!demodulation!(Kovach!and!Gander,!2016),!and!
the!resulting!spectral!power!estimations!per!sensor!were!averaged!over!
trials! to! generate! time–frequency! plots! of! mean! spectral! density.! The!
sensor-level! data! per! time–frequency! bin! were! normalized! using! the!
Fig.! 1. Motor! Sequence! Paradigm! and!
Behavioral! Performance.! (A):! Participants!
were! instructed! to! "xate! centrally! on! a!
crosshair! for! 3750! ms! (±350! ms),! followed!
by!a!sequence!description!in!black!(500!ms)!
consisting! of! three! numbers! that! corresponded!to!"ngers!on!the!right!hand.!The!cue!
to! move! was! denoted! by! the! numbers!
changing! colors! to! blue.! Participants! were!
instructed! to! tap! the! sequence! in! order! as!
quickly! as! possible! with! the! right-handed!
button! pad.! (B):! PLWH! shown! in! red! were!
slower!to!respond!to!the!"rst!number!in!the!
sequence! (i.e.,! reaction! time)! compared! to!
healthy!controls!(shown!in!blue).!Movement!
duration! (i.e.,! time! to! complete! the! entire!
motor! sequence)! did! not! differ! between!
groups.!!!
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Healthcare)! gradient! centrifugation! for! isolation! of! the! mononuclear!
fraction.!PBMCs!were!cryopreserved!in!Fetal!Bovine!Serum!with!10!%!
DMSO.!Cells!were!thawed!within!6!weeks!of!isolation!and underwent!
assessment!using!the!Seahorse!XF96!Analyzer!(Seahorse!Bioscience)!to!
quantify!oxygen!consumption!rate!(OCR)!using!the!mitochondrial!stress!
test!assay.!Speci"cally,!PBMCs!were!plated!at!500,000!cells/well!and!3!
OCR!measurements!were!taken!sequentially!on!5–6!technical!replicate!
wells!prior!to!and!upon!serial!injection!of!3.5! μM!oligomycin!(Sigma;!
complex!V!inhibitor),!1! μM!#uoro-carbonyl!cyanide!phenylhydrazone!
(FCCP;!Sigma;!mitochondrial!oxidative!phosphorylation!uncoupler)!and!
14! μM! rotenone! + 14! μM! antimycin! A! (Sigma;! complex! I! and! III! inhibitors,!respectively)!to!evaluate!measures!of!mitochondrial!respiration!
including! basal! respiration,! ATP-linked! respiration,! proton! leak,!
maximal! respiration,! spare! respiratory! capacity! (SRC)! and! non-!
mitochondrial! respiration.! All! bioenergetic! data! were! normalized! to!
protein! in! the! well! for! subsequent! analyses.! For! data! calculation,! the!
Seahorse!Wave!software!(v2.2.0)!was!used.!

mean! power! per! frequency! during! the! −2050! to! −1550! ms! baseline!
period.! The! speci"c! time–frequency! windows! used! for! imaging! were!
determined! through! a! two-stage,! data-driven! approach! involving! statistical!analysis!of!the!sensor-level!spectrograms!across!all!participants!
(i.e.,!PLWH!and!healthy!controls)!and!trials.!First,!paired-sample!t-tests!
against! baseline! were! conducted! on! each! data! point,! with! the! output!
spectrogram!of!t-values!initially!thresholded!at!p!<.05!to!de"ne!time–frequency!bins!containing!potentially!signi"cant!oscillatory!deviations.!
To!reduce!the!risk!of!false!positive!results!due!to!multiple!comparisons,!
the! time–frequency! bins! that! survived! this! initial! threshold! were!
temporally!and/or!spectrally!clustered!with!neighboring!bins!that!were!
also!signi"cant,!and!a!cluster!value!was!derived!by!summing!all!of!the!t-!
values! of! all! data! points! in! the! cluster.! Nonparametric! permutation!
testing!(10,000!permutations)!was!then!used!to!derive!a!distribution!of!
cluster!values!and!the!signi"cance!level!of!the!observed!clusters!were!
tested!directly!using!this!distribution.!Based!on!this!analysis,!the!time–frequency!periods!that!contained!signi"cant!oscillatory!events!across!
all!participants!and!were!relevant!to!our!primary!hypotheses!(i.e.,!peri-!
movement!beta!activity)!were!subjected!to!beamforming!analyses.!Of!
note,!in!the!case!of!the!temporally-sustained!peri-movement!beta!oscillations,!we!focused!on!a!window!surrounding!the!peak!of!the!response!(i.!
e.,!greatest!amplitude!#uctuation!from!baseline)!in!order!to!optimize!the!
signal-to-noise! ratio! and!selected! equally-sized!500! ms! temporal!windows!for!the!motor!planning!and!execution!periods!to!facilitate!interpretation!of!the!"ndings.!Note!that!the!signi"cant!time–frequency!extent!
of!the!peri-movement!beta!response!was!identi"ed!across!all!participants!
(i.e.,!PLWH!and!healthy!controls)!to!ensure!that!potential!group!differences!in!brain-behavior!relationships!tested!in!our!structural!equation!
models! would! not! be! biased! due! to! asymmetrical! de"nitions! of! time–frequency!windows,!which!would!ultimately!contribute!to!subsequent!
differences!in!signal-to-noise!ratios!per!oscillatory!response!per!group.!
Further!details!on!this!method!and!our!processing!pipeline!can!be!found!
in!recent!papers!(Heinrichs-Graham!et!al.,!2020;!Spooner!et!al.,!2021a,!
2021b,! 2021c,! 2021d;! Spooner! et! al.,! 2020a,! 2020b;! Wiesman! et! al.,!
2020).!

2.7. Quanti"cation!of!the!redox!environment!
Cellular! levels! of! superoxide! were! assessed! using! electron! paramagnetic!resonance!(EPR)!spectroscopy!of!whole!blood!incubated!with!a!
superoxide-sensitive! spin! probe! (1-hydroxy-3-methoxycarbonyl1-!
2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidine:!CMH)!for!1!h!under!physiologic!conditions!(37˚C),!as!previously!described!(Ahmad!et!al.,!2016;!Spooner!et!al.,!
2021b,!Spooner!et! al.,!2021d).!Speci"cally,!immediately!after!sample!
collection,! 200! μM! of! CMH! was! reconstituted! into! EPR! buffer! (Krebs!
Hepes!Buffer)!supplemented!with!metal!chelators!(5!μM!sodium!diethyldithiocarbamate!trihydrate!and!25! μM!deferoxamine)!and!incubated!
with!200!μL!of!whole!blood.!EPR!measurements!were!performed!with!a!
Bruker!eScan!EPR!spectrometer!(Bruker!BioSpin!GmbH,!Rheinstetten/!
Karlsruhe,!Germany),!with!the!following!parameters:!"eld!sweep!width,!
100.0!G;!center!"eld,!3482!G;!microwave!frequency,!9.75!kHz;!microwave!power,!1.10!mW;!modulation!amplitude,!5.94!G;!conversion!time,!
10.24!ms;!time!constant,!40.96!ms.!The!resulting!EPR!spectra!amplitude!
is!expressed!as!arbitrary!units!(a.u.)!that!are!directly!proportional!to!the!
amount!of!total!cellular!superoxide!in!the!sample.!Of!note,!due!to!the!cell!
permeability! of! CMH! allowing! for! the! detection! of! superoxide!within!
subcellular! compartments! (e.g.,! mitochondria),! we! may! presume! that!
the!levels!of!superoxide!reacting!with!CMH!in!the!current!study!originated! from! these! subcellular! compartments! such! as! the! mitochondria!
(Ahmad!et!al.,!2016;!Spooner!et!al.,!2021b,!Spooner!et!al.,!2021d).!It!
should!also!be!noted!that!CMH!may!react!with!extracellular!superoxide!
prior!to!permeating!cell!membranes.!
Antioxidant!activity!levels!were!quanti"ed!in!erythrocytes!for!key!
enzymatic!and!non-enzymatic!contributors!to!the!mitochondrial!redox!
environment,! including! superoxide! dismutase! (SOD),! catalase,! and!
glutathione.!Speci"cally,!we!used!the!SOD!Assay!Kit-WST!(DOJINDO,!
Inc.)!to!measure!total!SOD!activity,!the!OxiSelect!Catalase!Activity!Assay!
Kit!(Cell!Biolabs,!Inc.)!for!catalase,!and!the!GSSG/GSH!Quanti"cation!kit!
(DOJINDO,!Inc.)!for!total!(tGSH),!oxidized!(GSSG),!and!reduced!glutathione!(GSH)!according!to!the!manufacturers’ guidelines.!

2.5. MEG!source!imaging!
Cortical! oscillatory! networks! were! imaged! through! the! dynamic!
imaging! of! coherent! sources! (DICS)! beamformer! (Gross! et! al.,! 2001),!
which!uses!the!cross-spectral!density!matrices!to!calculate!source!power!
for!the!entire!brain!volume.!These!images!are!typically!referred!to!as!
pseudo-t! maps,! with! units! (pseudo-t)! that! re#ect! noise-normalized!
power!differences!(i.e.,!active!vs!passive)!per!voxel.!Following!convention,! we! computed! noise-normalized,! source! power! per! voxel! in!each!
participant! using! baseline! periods! of! equal! duration! and! bandwidth!
(Hillebrand!et!al.,!2005).!MEG!preprocessing!and!imaging!used!the!Brain!
Electrical!Source!Analysis!(Version!7.0;!BESA)!software.!
Normalized!source!power!was!computed!over!the!entire!brain!volume! per! participant! at! 4.0 × 4.0 × 4.0 mm! resolution! for! the! time–frequency!periods!identi"ed!through!the!sensor!level!analyses.!Prior!to!
statistical! analysis,! each! participant’s! MEG! data,! which! were! coregistered!to!native!space!structural!MRI!prior!to!beamforming,!were!transformed!into!standardized!space!using!the!transform!previously!applied!
to!the!structural!MRI!volume!and!spatially!resampled.!The!resulting!3D!
maps!of!brain!activity!were!averaged!across!all!participants!to!assess!the!
neuroanatomical!basis!of!the!signi"cant!oscillatory!responses!identi"ed!
through!the!sensor-level!analysis.!Source!power!was!then!extracted!from!
peak! voxels! per! time! bin! (i.e.,! planning! and! execution! phases)! per!
participant!and!underwent!statistical!modeling.!

2.8. Statistical!analysis!
All! statistical! analyses! were! performed! following! standard! data!
trimming! procedures! whereby! measures! that! exceeded! 2.5! standard!
deviations!above!or!below!the!group’s!mean!were!excluded!from!subsequent! analyses.! First,! we! aimed! to! evaluate! changes! in! behavioral!
performance!metrics!(i.e.,!accuracy,!reaction!time,!movement!duration)!
as!a!function!of!group!using!independent-samples!t-tests!between!PLWH!
and!uninfected!controls.!Next,!to!evaluate!the!predictive!capacity!of!the!
mitochondrial!redox!environment!on!movement-related!neural!oscillations! serving! behavior,! we! conducted! a! group-based! path! analysis,!
which! provides! parameter! estimates! simultaneously! for! PLWH! versus!
uninfected! controls! (all! two-tailed! p-values! reported).! Our! primary!

2.6. Isolation!of!peripheral!blood!mononuclear!cells!and!respiration!
analysis!
Whole!blood!was!collected!into!EDTA!tubes!by!venous!puncture!for!
all!participants.!Buffy!coats!were!submitted!to!a!Ficoll-Paque!Plus!(GE!
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hypotheses!were!that!movement-related!beta!oscillatory!activity!during!
planning! and! execution! phases! of! movement! would! predict! task! performance,!and!that!these!dynamics!would!be!differentially!modulated!by!
the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!as!a!function!of!serostatus.!Predictive!capacities!of!each!path!were!evaluated!by!direct!comparisons!of!
unstandardized! coef"cients! in! PLWH! versus! controls.! In! addition,! we!
conducted! a! multiple! mediation! model! whereby! measures! of! mitochondrial! function! (i.e.,! spare! respiratory! capacity)! predicted!
movement-related!oscillations!and!subsequent!behavioral!performance!
through! changes! in! the! redox! environment! (i.e.,! superoxide,! SOD,!
catalase,!GSSG/tGSH!ratio)!for!superoxide-sensitive!and!H2O2-sensitive!
paths,! separately.! Importantly,! we! examined! the! 95! %! con"dence! intervals! of! bias-corrected! bootstrapped! con"dence! intervals! based! on!
1000! bootstrapped! samples! (Efron! and! Tibshirani,! 1986),! which! provides! a! robust! estimate! of! asymmetrical! mediation! effects! (Fritz! and!
MacKinnon,!2007).!All!analyses!were!conducted!with!full!information!
maximum!likelihood!estimation!for!missing!data!using!MPlus!(v.8.1).!

as!a!function!of!HIV!infection!(Controls:!831.44!± 234.47!ms;!PLWH:!
907.74!± 312.70!ms;!p!=.240;!Fig.!1).!
4.2. MEG!sensor-!and!source-level!analyses!
Time-frequency! analyses! locked! to! the! "rst! movement! in! the!
sequence!indicated!signi"cant!peri-!and!post-movement!oscillatory!responses!in!gradiometers!near!the!contralateral!sensorimotor!strip!across!
all!participants!regardless!of!group!(p!<.001,!Fig.!2).!Speci"cally,!decreases!in!peri-movement!beta!activity!(16–26!Hz)!were!observed!prior!
to! and! following! movement! (i.e.,! −500! to! 0! ms! and! 0! to! 500! ms! for!
planning! and! execution,! respectively).! In! addition,! we! observed! transient!increases!in!theta!oscillatory!activity!surrounding!movement!onset,!
while!more!sustained!decreases!during!movement!onset!were!observed!
in! the! alpha! range! (Fig.! 2).! Finally,! we! observed! post-movement! increases!in!beta!activity!following!motor!execution.!However,!given!our!
hypotheses,!peri-movement!oscillations!in!the!theta!and!alpha!range,!as!
well!as!post-movement!oscillations!in!the!beta!range!were!outside!the!
scope!of!this!study!and!did!not!undergo!source!imaging!analyses.!
To!identify!the!neural!origins!of!oscillations!seen!at!the!sensor!level,!
planning!and!execution!phases!were!imaged!separately!using!a!beamformer.!The!resulting!maps!indicated!that!pre-movement!decreases!in!
beta!power!were!the!strongest!in!left!M1!contralateral!to!movement!(i.e.,!
−500–0!ms,!Fig.!2),!while!more!bilateral!decreases!in!beta!power!were!
observed! during! the! execution! phase! of! movement! (i.e.,! 0–500! ms),!
regardless! of! group.! Peak! voxel! values! (i.e.,! pseudo-t)! were! then!
extracted! from! the! left! M1! per! time! bin! and! underwent! subsequent!
statistical!modeling.!

3. Study!approval!
The! University! of! Nebraska! Medical! Center! Institutional! Review!
Board! approved! the! study! and! all! participants! provided! written!
informed!consent.!
4. Results!
4.1. Sequential!movement!performance!
Following! initial! rejection! of! trials! exceeding! behavioral! performance! metrics! that! would! impact! MEG! data! analyses! (i.e.,! reaction!
times!> 1250!ms;!movement!durations!> 3000!ms),!an!average!of!127!
trials! per! participant! remained! for! subsequent! statistical! modeling.!
Participants!performed!generally!well!on!the!task,!with!an!average!accuracy!of!92.71!%!(Controls:!93.92!± 4.76!%;!PLWH:!91.41!± 10.81!%),!
which!did!not!differ!as!a!function!of!group!(p!=.195).!In!contrast,!reaction!time!(i.e.,!response!time!to!the!"rst!button!press)!was!signi"cantly!
slower!for!PLWH!(620.89!± 224.24!ms)!compared!to!uninfected!controls!
(479.17!± 139.76!ms;!p!=.002;!Fig.!1).!Finally,!movement!duration!(i.e.,!
time!to!complete!the!entire!motor!sequence)!did!not!signi"cantly!differ!

4.3. Superoxide-sensitive!redox!environments!mediate!brain-behavior!
dynamics!in!controls,!but!not!in!PLWH!
As!described!in!the!methods,!we!tested!a!multiple!mediation!model!
using! a! group-based! path! analysis! to! determine! the! direct! effect! of!
superoxide-sensitive!features!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!(i.!
e.,!SRC,!superoxide,!SOD)!on!brain-behavior!relationships!serving!motor!
performance,! which! simultaneously! calculated! the! effects! for! PLWH!
versus!uninfected!controls.!In!addition,! direct!comparisons!of!unstandardized! coef"cients! were! assessed! per! predictive! path! to! identify!
Fig.!2. Sensor-!and!Anatomical-Space!Movement-!
related! Oscillations.! (A):! Time! frequency! spectrograms!locked!to!the!onset!of!the!"rst!movement!in!the!
sequence! (0! ms)! for! a! sensor! near! the! left! sensorimotor! cortex! averaged! for! controls! (top)! and! PLWH!
(bottom).!The!x-axis!denotes!time!(in!ms)!and!the!y-!
axis! denotes! frequency! (in! Hz).! Relative! power! (i.e.,!
percent!change!from!baseline!−2050!to!−1550!ms)!is!
expressed!according!to!the!color!scale!bar!to!the!right!
of!the!graphic.!(B):!Signi"cant!movement-related!oscillations!were!imaged!using!a!beamformer!for!planning! and! execution! phases,! separately.! Strong!
decreases!in!beta!activity!(16–26!Hz)!were!observed!
in! the! contralateral! M1! during! motor! planning!
(−500–0!ms),!with!identical!peak!voxel!locations!for!
PLWH!and!controls.!In!addition,!strong!beta!decreases!
were! observed! bilaterally! for! PLWH! and! controls!
during!motor!execution!(0–500!ms).!!!
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between!PLWH!and!uninfected!controls.!
In!regard!to!the!in#uence!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!on!
brain-behavior!dynamics,!we!observed!no!direct!effects!of!mitochondrial!
function!on!peri-movement!oscillatory!activity!in!the!contralateral!M1!
(ps! > 0.105),! although! decreases! in! SRC! were! associated! with! faster!
reaction!times!in!controls!(β = 0.39,!p!=.035;!Fig.!3).!In!contrast,!we!
observed!robust!direct!effects!of!the!redox!environment!on!brain!and!
behavior! relationships! (Fig.! 3).! Brie#y,! among! uninfected! controls,!
levels!of!cellular!superoxide!signi"cantly!modulated!beta!activity!during!
motor!execution!(β = -0.12,!p!=.007),!while!increased!activity!levels!of!
superoxide’s! scavenger! (i.e.,! SOD)! were! associated! with! weaker!
planning-related!decreases!in!the!left!M1!(β = 0.43,!p!=.008)!and!faster!
reaction! times! (β = -0.48,! p! =.006)! on! the! motor! sequence! task.! In!
contrast,! only! cellular! levels! of! superoxide! signi"cantly! modulated!
execution-related!beta!oscillations!in!PLWH,!such!that!increased!levels!
of!superoxide!were!associated!with!stronger!beta!decreases!during!motor!
execution!(β = -0.15,!p!=.002).!
Next,! we! examined! all! potential! mediating! effects! of! the! redox!
environment! on! mitochondrial-related! changes! in! motor! cortical! dynamics!and!behavioral!performance.!As!described!in!the!methods,!statistical! signi"cance! of! indirect! effects! was! determined! by! using! bias-!
corrected! bootstrapped! con"dence! intervals! using! 1000! bootstrapped!
samples!(Efron!and!Tibshirani,!1986;!Fritz!and!MacKinnon,!2007),!thus!
exact!p-values!are! not!available!for!indirect!effects.!We!observed!"ve!
statistically!signi"cant!indirect!effects!(p!<.05)!for!uninfected!controls,!
which! implicated! levels! of! superoxide! as! strong! mediators! of!
bioenergetic-neural!pathways!involved!in!motor!execution,!while!SOD!
activity!mediated!this!change!during!the!planning!phase!of!movement!
(see!Table!2).!Further,!we!observed!that!superoxide-sensitive!features!of!
the!redox!environment!and!mitochondrial!function!together!accounted!
for! 34.9! %! of! the! variance! in! the! brain-behavior! dynamics! serving!
sensorimotor!performance!in!healthy!controls!(p!<.001).!

differences! as! a! function! of! group.! Our! brain-behavior! relationships!
included! paths! whereby! beta! oscillatory! activity! during! the! planning!
period!(-500!to!0!ms)!predicted!reaction!time,!as!well!as!beta!activity!
during!motor!execution!(0!to!500!ms).!Variables!during!planning!and!
execution! phases! then! predicted! movement! duration! (i.e.,! time! to!
complete! the! entire! sequence).! Finally,! we! simultaneously! modeled!
shared!covariance!between!features!of!the!redox!environment!(i.e.,!superoxide!concentration!and!SOD!activity),!as!well!as!brain-behavioral!
features!occurring!synchronously!in!time!(i.e.,!reaction!time!and!beta!
oscillations!during!motor!execution).!For!a!full!model!visualization,!see!
Fig.!3.!
To!begin,!we!found!a!robust!relationship!between!reaction!time!and!
movement!duration!on!the!task,!such!that!faster!responses!to!the!"rst!
number! in! the! sequence! led! to! faster! sequence! completion! time! for!
PLWH!(β = 0.59,!p!<.001)!and!uninfected!controls!(β = 0.51,!p!=.001).!
In!addition,!as!expected,!beta!activity!during!the!planning!period!was!
related! to! activity! during! the! execution! phase! in! the! left! M1! (contralateral!to!movement)!in!both!groups!(Controls:!β = 1.0,!p!<.001;!PLWH:!
β = 0.96,!p!<.001).!Interestingly,!peri-movement!beta!activity!did!not!
signi"cantly! relate! to! reaction! time! nor! movement! duration! in! either!
group!(ps!> 0.109).!
In! regard! to! superoxide-sensitive! redox! environments,! uninfected!
controls! exhibited! a! robust! relationship! between! mitochondrial! SRC,!
superoxide!and!its!scavenger!(SOD),!such!that!decreases!in!SRC!were!
associated! with! increased! levels! of! cellular! superoxide! (β = -0.41,! p!
=.005),!and!reduced!levels!of!total!SOD!activity!(β = 0.38,!p!=.013).!
Contrary!to!these!relationships!in!controls,!PLWH!only!exhibited!marginal!associations!among!mitochondrial!SRC!and!superoxide,!such!that!
increased! mitochondrial! energetic! reserve! was! marginally! associated!
with!increased!levels!of!superoxide!(β = 0.27,!p!=.087).!Importantly,!
these!data!suggest!an!immediate!separable!pattern!of!the!in#uence!of!
mitochondrial! energetics! on! superoxide-sensitive! redox! parameters!

Fig.!3. Superoxide-Sensitive!Parameters!Differentially!Modulate!Sensorimotor!Performance!in!PLWH.!Results!of!the!group-based!path!analysis!of!the!predictive!capacity!of!superoxide-sensitive!features!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!on!movement-related!oscillations!and!behavior!in!PLWH!versus!uninfected!
controls.!Single-headed!arrows!denote!predictive!paths!and!double-headed!arrows!denote!correlations.!Statistically!signi"cant!estimates!(p!<.05)!are!denoted!with!
solid!lines,!while!non-signi"cant!paths!are!denoted!with!dashed!gray!lines.!All!listed!parameters!are!standardized!coef"cients!for!controls!in!blue!and!PLWH!in!red.!
Together,!superoxide-sensitive!pathways!accounted!for!34.9!%!and!52.8!%!of!the!variance!in!movement!duration!for!controls!and!PLWH,!respectively.!$p!<.10,!*p!
<.05,!**p!<.005.!
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Table!2!
Results!of!the!Group-based!Mediation!Analyses!using!Structural!Equation!Modeling.!Indirect!effects!were!assessed!for!statistical!signi"cance!using!the!bias-!
corrected! bootstrapped! con"dence! intervals.! Signi"cant! indirect! effects! are! bolded! for! visualization.! All! reported! parameters! are! standardized! coef"cients.! *p!
<.05.!SRC:!spare!respiratory!capacity;!SOD:!superoxide!dismutase;!RT:!reaction!time;!MD:!movement!duration;!EPR:!superoxide!concentration;!Plan:!planning-related!
beta!activity;!Exec:!execution-related!beta!activity.!!
Controls!
Mitochondrial!SRC!to!Movement!Duration!
Path!

Total!

SRC!→ SOD!→ RT!→ MD!!
0.13!!
Mitochondrial!SRC!to!Reaction!Time!
SRC!→ SOD!→ RT!!
0.16*!!
Mitochondrial!SRC!to!Motor!Execution!
SRC!→ EPR!→ Exec!!
¡0.13*!!
SRC!→ SOD!→ Plan!→ Exec!!
¡0.13*!!
Mitochondrial!SRC!to!Motor!Planning!
SRC!→ SOD!→ Plan!!
¡0.09!!

PLWH!
Direct!

Indirect!

Path!

Total!

Direct!

Indirect!

0.02!!

¡0.09*!

SRC!→ SOD!→ RT!→ MD!!

¡0.41*!!

¡0.25!!

¡0.01!

0.39*!!

¡0.18*!

SRC!→ SOD!→ RT!!

¡0.23!!

¡0.11!!

¡0.01!

¡0.08*!!
¡0.08*!!

0.05*!
0.16*!

SRC!→ EPR!→ Exec!!
SRC!→ SOD!→ Plan!→ Exec!!

0.09!!
0.09!!

0.01!!
0.01!!

¡0.04!
¡0.09!

¡0.19*!!

0.16*!

SRC!→ SOD!→ Plan!!

0.13!!

0.14!!

¡0.01!!

4.4. H2O2-sensitive!pathways!relate!to!sensorimotor!Brain-Behavior!
dynamics!in!PLWH,!but!not!controls!

In!contrast,!we!observed!no!mediating!effects!of!the!redox!environment! on! these! bioenergetic-neural! pathways! in! PLWH,! suggesting! an!
uncoupling!of!the!redox!environment!to!differentially!modulate!sensorimotor!brain-behavior!dynamics!in!PLWH!(see!Table!2).!Nevertheless,!
we! evaluated! whether! the! predictive! capacities! of! these! relationships!
differed!as!a!function!of!group!by!directly!comparing!the!unstandardized!
coef"cients! associated! with! each! path.! Interestingly,! this! analysis!
con"rmed! different!predictive! capacities! of! the!relationships! between!
mitochondrial!SRC!and!superoxide!(Δb!= 0.03,!p!=.005),!as!well!as!SOD!
activity!and!planning-related!beta!responses!in!the!left!M1!(Δb!= -9.38,!
p! =.031)! in! PLWH! versus! uninfected! controls.! Importantly,! these! parameters! sensitive! to! superoxide! redox! mechanisms! in! the! system!
explained! 52.8! %! of! the! variance! in! movement! duration! in! virally-!
suppressed!PLWH!(p!<.001).!

Next,!we!evaluated!the!predictive!capacity!of!H2O2-sensitive!redox!
environments! and! mitochondrial! function! on! brain-behavior! relationships! serving! sensorimotor! control! using! group-based! path! analyses.!
Importantly,! our! measures! of! the! redox! environment! were! now!
comprised! of! catalase! activity! and! GSSG/tGSH! ratios! as! continuous!
predictors!of!movement-related!beta!activity!during!motor!planning!and!
execution!phases,!as!well!as!behavior!on!the!task.!Finally,!we!simultaneously! modeled! shared! covariance! between! features! of! the! redox!
environment!(i.e.,!catalase!activity!and!GSSG/tGSH!ratios),!as!well!as!
brain-behavioral!features!occurring!synchronously!in!time!(i.e.,!reaction!
time! and! beta! oscillations! during! motor! execution).! For! full! model!
visualization,!see!Fig.!4.!
Similar! to! our! superoxide-sensitive! model,! reaction! time! was!
strongly! related! to! movement! duration! in! both! groups! (Controls:!β =
0.49,!p!=.001;!PLWH:!β = 0.60,!p!<.001;!Fig.!4).!Likewise,!planning-!

Fig.!4. H2O2-Pertinent!Antioxidants!Differentially!Predict!Sensorimotor!Brain-Behavior!in!PLWH.!Single-headed!arrows!denote!predictive!paths!and!double-!
headed!arrows!denote!correlations.!Statistically!signi"cant!estimates!(p!<.05)!are!denoted!with!solid!lines,!while!non-signi"cant!paths!are!denoted!with!dashed!gray!
lines.!All!listed!parameters!are!standardized!coef"cients!for!PLWH!in!red!and!healthy!controls!in!blue.!*p!<.05,!**p!<.005.!
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related!decreases!in!M1!beta!power!led!to!strong!execution-related!beta!
decreases!regardless!of!group!(Controls:!β = 0.96,!p!<.001;!PLWH:!β =
0.97,! p! <.001).! Interestingly,! we! observed! no! direct! effects! of! mitochondrial! SRC! nor! H2O2-sensitive! antioxidants! on! brain-behavior! relationships! serving! motor! function! in! healthy! controls! (Fig.! 4).! In!
addition,!we!observed!no!mediating!effects!of!the!redox!environment!
between!mitochondrial!function!and!brain-behavior!relationships.!
In!contrast,!PLWH!exhibited!a!direct!effect!of!mitochondrial!energetic! capacity!on!movement!duration!(β = -0.30,!p!=.027),!such!that!
decreased!SRC!was!associated!with!longer!time!to!complete!the!entire!
motor!sequence.!In!addition,!PLWH!demonstrated!a!signi"cant!association!among!GSSG/tGSH!ratios!and!execution-related!beta!decreases!in!
the! left! M1! (β = 0.10,! p! =.040),! such! that! attenuated! glutathione!
reducing!capacities!(i.e.,!higher!GSSG/tGSH!ratio)!were!associated!with!
stronger!beta!decreases!during!motor!execution!in!the!contralateral!left!
M1!(Fig.!4).!Interestingly,!we!observed!no!signi"cant!mediating!effects!
of! H2O2-pertinent! redox! parameters! in! PLWH.! However,! direct! comparisons! between! the! unstandardized! coef"cients! of! each! direct! path!
revealed!signi"cantly!different!predictive!capacities!between!PLWH!and!
uninfected!controls!in!the!relationships!among!mitochondrial!SRC!and!
movement!duration!(Δb!= -55.66,!p!=.035)!and!glutathione!reducing!
capacity!(i.e.,!GSSG/tGSH!ratios)!and!movement!execution!(Δb!= 7.92,!
p! =.041),! suggesting! a! differential! coupling! of! these! H2O2-pertinent!
redox!parameters!with!brain!and!behavior!in!PLWH!versus!their!uninfected!counterparts.!

2016)).!Of!note,!it!was!not!surprising!that!M1!beta!oscillations!were!not!
associated! with! changes! in! reaction! times! for! either! group! based! on!
previous!studies!using!this!task!paradigm!(Heinrichs-Graham!and!Wilson,!2016,!2015;!Spooner!et!al.,!2021b).!Essentially,!due!to!the!nature!of!
the!task!design,!which!carefully!controlled!for!numerous!factors!likely!
re#ecting!changes!in!both!motor!and!cognitive!components!of!the!motor!
plan! (e.g.,! number! of! movements! performed,! possible! movement! options,!muscle!groups!engaged;!i.e.,! reaction!time!(Hohle,!1965)),! it!is!
possible!that!our!motor!sequence!paradigm!was!less!sensitive!to!characterizing! changes! in! reaction! time! as! opposed! to! the! execution-! and!
completion-related! behavioral! components! tested! (i.e.,! movement!
duration).!Nevertheless,!we!observed!that!the!relationship!among!beta!
power!in!the!contralateral!M1!and!behavior!was!absent!in!PLWH!and!
further,! our! data! suggest! that! disparate! increases! in! superoxide! and!
decreases! in! mitochondrial! energetic! capacity! (i.e.,! SRC)! led! to! less!
optimal! oscillatory-behavioral! pro"les! (i.e.,! stronger! beta! decreases,!
worse!performance!on!the!task,!respectively).!However,!it!is!important!
to! note! that! our! lack! of! relationship! between! M1! beta! oscillatory! dynamics!and!behavior!in!PLWH!could!be!attributable!at!least!in!part!to!the!
fact!that!we!interrogated!the!oscillatory!dynamics!within!M1,!as!opposed!
to!other!regions!that!comprise!the!extended!sensorimotor!network.!In!
fact,! numerous! studies! suggest! that! the! parietal! cortices! are! superior!
predictors! of! sequence-related! motor! performance! above! and! beyond!
M1-involvement! alone! (Heinrichs-Graham! et! al.,! 2020;! Heinrichs-!
Graham! and! Wilson,! 2015;! Samuel! et! al.,! 1997;! Yokoi! and! Diedrichsen,! 2019).! This! is! also! corroborated! by! the! notion! that! PLWH!
typically! exhibit! a! greater! degree! of! activation! relative! to! uninfected!
controls! in! association! cortices! (i.e.,! prefrontal! and! parietal! cortices)!
during! task! performance,! often! re#ecting! a! mechanism! employed! by!
seropositive! adults! to! compensate! for! less! ef"cient! neural! systems! to!
achieve!task!demands!(Chang!et!al.,!2008,!2004;!Ernst!et!al.,!2009,!Ernst!
et! al.,! 2002).! Thus,! the! study! of! beta! oscillations! within! the! parietal!
cortices!may!provide!unique!insight!into!aberrant!motor!sequence!performance! and! importantly,! its! differential! modulation! by! the! mitochondrial!redox!environment!in!seropositive!adults.!
The!notion!that!superoxide-sensitive!redox!parameters!are!pertinent!
to!sensorimotor!function!is!not!new,!although!this!line!of!research!has!
only!been!successfully!interrogated!in!animal!models.!Essentially,!using!
SOD! knockout! models! (i.e.,! cytosolic! isoforms! of! SOD;! SOD1),! investigators!have!genetically!mutated!SOD1!in!the!system,!which!leads!to!
dramatic!depletions!in!SOD!activity!levels!and!subsequent!increases!in!
superoxide,! giving! rise! to! a! host! of! motor! de"cits! observed! most!
commonly!in!animal!models!of!neurodegeneration!(e.g.,!ALS;!Johnson!
and!Giulivi,!2005;!Reaume!et!al.,!1996;!Sims-Robinson!et!al.,!2013).!In!
addition,!SOD!depletion!may!also!cause!death!depending!on!the!targeted!
isoform! (i.e.,! mitochondrial! isoforms! of! SOD,! SOD2;! Fukui! and! Zhu,!
2010)).! Thus,! it! is! clear! that! alterations! in! SOD! activity! may!play! an!
important,! and! early! role! in! neural! and! behavioral! processing.! This!
notion!is!corroborated!by!our!"ndings!of!differential!impacts!of!SOD!and!
superoxide!concentrations!on!planning-!and!execution-related!changes!
under! normal! physiologic! conditions! (i.e.,! healthy! controls),! respectively;!which!could!suggest!an!early!in#uence!of!SOD!that!may!impact!
downstream!processing!when! presented!with!less-optimal!or!aberrant!
physiologic!conditions!(e.g.,!HIV!exposure).!Importantly,!while!our!data!
suggest!that!healthy!systems!(i.e.,!uninfected!controls)!exhibit!mechanistic!increases!in!superoxide!and!SOD!to!govern!more!optimal!brain-!
behavior! pro"les! in! humans,! de"cient! mitochondrial! respiration! and,!
alternatively,!increases!in!superoxide!were!associated!with!worse!brain-!
behavior! dynamics! serving! sensorimotor! function! in! PLWH,! perhaps!
re#ective!of!similar!neurodegenerative!properties!present!in!seropositive!adults.!This!relationship!between!mitochondrial!bioenergetics!and!
sensorimotor! brain-behavior! dynamics! was! also! robustly! mediated!by!
levels!of!superoxide!and!SOD!in!healthy!controls,!while!no!mediating!
effects!were!observed!in!PLWH.!The!lack!of!bioenergetic-neural!coupling!
in!PLWH!may!be!attributable,!at!least!in!part,!to!the!disparate!predictive!
capacities! of! the! redox! environment! observed! between! our! groups.!

5. Discussion!
In!the!current!study,!we!used!advanced!neurophysiology!and!systems!
biology! approaches! to! determine! the! predictive! capacity! of! the! mitochondrial!redox!environment!on!sensorimotor!brain-behavior!dynamics!
in!a!cohort!of!virally-suppressed!PLWH!and!demographically!matched!
uninfected! controls.! Speci"cally,! we! observed! differential! effects! of!
superoxide-sensitive!redox!parameters,!such!that!in!uninfected!controls,!
increases!in!superoxide!and!SOD!activity!levels!were!robust!modulators!
of! execution-related! and! planning-related! beta! oscillations! in! the!
contralateral!M1,!respectively,!while!only!intracellular!levels!of!superoxide! were! strongly! associated! with! execution-related! beta! power! in!
PLWH.!In!addition,!superoxide!and!SOD!were!strong!mediators!of!the!
relationship! between! mitochondrial! SRC! and! brain-behavior! relationships! serving! motor! control! in! seronegative! participants,! while! we!
observed! no! mediating! effects! of! the! redox! environment! in! PLWH,!
suggesting!a!bioenergetic-neural!uncoupling!as!a!function!of!serostatus.!
Finally,!our!data!suggest!H2O2-sensitive!mechanisms!are!direct!modulators!of!sensorimotor!neural!dynamics!in!PLWH,!but!not!in!uninfected!
controls.!Below,!we!discuss!the!implications!of!these!novel!"ndings!for!
understanding!the!contribution!of!the!mitochondrial!redox!environment!
in!HIV!infection!and!sensorimotor!control.!
Our! most! important! "nding! was! likely! the! contribution! of!
superoxide-sensitive! parameters! of! the! redox! environment! on! brain-!
behavior!relationships!serving!sensorimotor!control!in!PLWH.!Brie#y,!
increases!in!SOD!and!superoxide!were!associated!with!weaker!planning-!
and! execution-related! beta! oscillations! in! M1! of! uninfected! controls,!
respectively.! In! contrast,! only! intracellular! levels! of! superoxide! were!
signi"cant!modulators!of!execution-related!neural!oscillations!in!PLWH,!
such!that!elevated!levels! of!superoxide!were!associated!with!stronger!
movement-related! beta! oscillations.! In! addition,! decreases! in! mitochondrial!SRC!were!related!to!slower!sequence!completion!times!on!the!
task! in! seropositive! adults.! This! is! an! important! distinction! between!
normative! and! pathological! systems,! as! in! uninfected! controls,! these!
results!coincided!with!a!well-established!pattern!of!brain-behavior!dynamics!that!typically!govern!healthy!motor!function.!
Essentially,!weaker!M1!beta!oscillations!during!the!planning!period!
led!to!weaker!beta!power!during!motor!execution!and!better!task!performance! (i.e.,! faster! movement! durations! (Heinrichs-Graham! et! al.,!
2018a;!Heinrichs-Graham!et!al.,!2018b;!Heinrichs-Graham!and!Wilson,!
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Essentially,!we!observed!that!de"ciencies!in!the!bioenergetic!capacity!of!
the!mitochondria!(i.e.,!reduced!SRC)!were!related!to!decreased!levels!of!
superoxide!in!PLWH,!which!contradicts!prior!work!in!cART-treated!and!
treatment-naïve! humans! and! animal! models! (Avdoshina! et! al.,! 2016;!
Korencak!et!al.,!2019;!Shah!and!Kumar,!2016),!albeit!this!result!was!not!
surprising!and!could!be!related!to!the!cellular!composition!of!our!PBMC!
samples!(Korencak!et!al.,!2019;!Spooner!et!al.,!2021b,!Spooner!et!al.,!
2021d).!Nonetheless,!this!pattern!of!results!points!to!dissociable,!rather!
than!dependent,!mechanisms!by!which!superoxide!and!mitochondrial!
respiration!modulate!brain!and!behavior! in!PLWH,!as!opposed!to!the!
robust! coupling! of! the! mitochondrial! redox! environment! and! optimal!
brain-behavior!pro"les!in!the!seronegative!population.!
Finally,!we!observed!a!direct!modulation!of!sensorimotor!oscillatory!
dynamics!by!H2O2-pertinent!antioxidants!in!the!system!in!PLWH,!which!
was!not!present!in!seronegative!controls!(Spooner!et!al.,!2021b,!Spooner!
et! al.,! 2021d).! Brie#y,! in! virally-suppressed! PLWH,! attenuated! glutathione!reducing!capacities!(i.e.,!higher!GSSG/tGSH!ratios)!were!associated!with!stronger!beta!oscillations!in!the!contralateral!M1!during!motor!
execution! and! importantly,! direct! comparisons! of! unstandardized! coef"cients! revealed! disparate! predictive! capacities! of! this! relationship!
between!PLWH!and!uninfected!controls.!This!result!was!not!surprising,!
as!a!depletion!in!peripheral!glutathione!levels!has!long!been!revered!as!a!
key!marker!of!oxidative!stress!in!HIV-infection!(Gil!et!al.,!2003;!Pace!and!
Leaf,! 1995;! Repetto! et! al.,! 1996),! which! was! related! to! sub-optimal!
oscillatory! recruitment! (i.e.,! stronger! beta! oscillations)! in! the! present!
study.!Importantly,!this!study!expands!upon!prior!work,!as!the!distinction! between! oxidizing,! reducing! and! total! forms! of! glutathione! (i.e.,!
GSSG,!GSH,!tGSH,!respectively)!had!yet!to!be!examined.!This!is!unfortunate,! as! the! study! of! disparate! oxidative! properties! of! glutathione!
provides!unique!insight!into!the!reducing!capacity!of!peroxides!in!the!
system!above!and!beyond!absolute!levels!of!this!cofactor!alone.!Nevertheless,!it!is!important!to!note!that!future!work!will!undoubtably!bene"t!
from!the!direct!quanti"cation!of!H2O2,!along!with!the!H2O2-sensitive!
scavengers!as!measured!in!the!current!study!to!better!understand!the!
link! between! H2O2! redox! mechanisms! and! sensorimotor! function! in!
PLWH.!
In!conclusion,!our!study!is!the!"rst!to!directly!quantify!features!of!
mitochondrial!function!and!the!redox!environment!and!directly!link!to!
the! oscillatory! neural! dynamics! serving! motor! control! in! virally-!
suppressed! PLWH! and! uninfected! controls.! Importantly,! our! results!
provide!evidence!for!a!differential!modulation!of!both!superoxide-!and!
H2O2-sensitive! redox! pathways! on! M1! beta! oscillatory! activity! and!
motor!sequence!performance!in!PLWH,!while!only!superoxide-sensitive!
features! modulated! brain-behavior! dynamics! in! uninfected! controls.!
However,!future!studies!directly!quantifying!levels!of!H2O2!in!the!system!
will!be!of!utmost!importance,!as!the!current!study!now!sheds!light!on!the!
involvement! of! H2O2-pertinent! redox! parameters! in! pathological!
sensorimotor!dysfunction.!Moreover,!it!is!important!to!note!that!while!
the!current!study!aimed!to!identify!features!sensitive!to!superoxide!and!
H2O2! environments! separately! (i.e.,! superoxide/SOD! and! catalase/!
glutathione!levels,!respectively),!there!are!certainly!redox!parameters!
pertinent! to! modulating! both! environments! (e.g.,! SOD! effectively!
reducing! more!reactive! superoxide! species! to! more!stable! H2O2! ones;!
Buettner,! 2011)).! Thus,! it! will! be! important! for! future! work! to! fully!
elucidate!the!role!of!SOD!in!both!environments,!concomitant!with!the!
direct!quanti"cation!of!H2O2!to!facilitate!comparison!with!the!approach!
employed!herein!for!superoxide-sensitive!environments.!In!addition,!we!
observed! disparate! trajectories! by! which! mitochondrial! respiration!
related!to!changes!in!the!redox!environment!in!PLWH!versus!uninfected!
controls,! including! separable! mechanisms! of! action! among! the! mitochondria! and! superoxide-sensitive! redox! parameters! in! PLWH,! as!
opposed! to! the! dependency! of! the! redox! environment! in! mediating!
mitochondrial! bioenergetic-neural! relationships! in! controls! (Spooner!
et!al.,!2021b).!Although!we!can!presume!that!the!cellular!levels!of!superoxide! as! measured! in! the! current! study! may! originate! from! the!
mitochondria! due! to! the! cell! permeability! of! the! superoxide-sensitive!

spin! probe! used! for! detection! (i.e.,! CMH),! future! work! will! bene"t!
from! the! direct! quanti"cation! of! these! redox! parameters! within! the!
mitochondria!(e.g.,!mitochondrial!isoform!of!SOD:!MnSOD!and!superoxide! levels! from! isolated! mitochondria),! to! support! the! notion! of!
mitochondrial-induced!bioenergetic!uncoupling!in!PLWH.!Alternatively,!
evaluating!other!cellular!sources!of!ROS!(e.g.,!NOX!enzymes;!Lambeth,!
2004))! and! their! relation! to! the! superoxide! redox! environment! as!
measured!in!the!current!study!will!be!critical!to!fully!unravel!the!source!
of! redox-regulated! neural!oscillatory! pro"les! in! PLWH.! Finally,! while!
the!current!study!was!unique!in!that!we!studied!a!relatively!large!sample!
of! virally-suppressed! PLWH,! previous! studies! have! evaluated! smaller!
samples!of!HIV-infected!adults!with!and!without!virologic!suppression.!
This! is! an! important! consideration,! as! patients! with! higher! levels! of!
viremia!generally!also!have!excessive!in#ammation!and!other!ongoing!
pathological! processes! that! may! be! associated! with! mitochondrial!
toxicity! and! subsequent! redox! imbalances! independently.! While! the!
inclusion!of!virally-suppressed!PLWH!without!psychiatric!illnesses!and!
other!comorbidities!is!often!considered!a!strength,!as!it!minimizes!the!
potential!in#uence!of!confounding!factors,!it!may!limit!the!generalizability!of!our!"ndings!to!PLWH!presenting!with!numerous!comorbidities!
(e.g.,!depression,!psychiatric!symptoms,!substance!use!or!dependence,!
etc.;! Mimiaga! et! al.,! 2013;! Rabkin,! 2008)).! Thus,! future! work! may!
bene"t!from!including!patients!with!such!comorbid!conditions.!Nonetheless,! our! data! suggest! that! blood-based! markers! of! mitochondrial!
function!and!the!redox!environment!function!as!important!modulators!
of! beta! oscillatory! dynamics! serving! sensorimotor! control! in! both!
healthy!and!pathological!systems!and!further,!may!serve!as!targets!for!
remedying! motor! dysfunction! and! cognitive! decline! in! PLWH! in! the!
future.!
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